
    (50) wood beads 
 (we used 25 large and 25 medium)

    (1) spool jute string (at least 15 yards)

    scissors 
 (we recommend Karen Kay Buckley Perfect Scissors)

    tape
 (wrap a thin layer around one end of jute to prevent 
 fraying when beading; any type of tape will work)

© 2022

Follow along with the FREE video tutorial 
How to Make 

Wood Beaded Decor
on our YouTube channel: 

     YouTube.com/ShabbyFabrics

Kits available at ShabbyFabrics.com
while supplies last

decor

Makes (1) of the following projects:

Garland (one strand, approx. 36" long)

Vase Decor (two loops, each approx. 14" long)

Napkin Rings (four rings, each approx. 6" long)
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4. With a new string of jute, still 
attached to the spool, create loop 
as shown (in gray). (Diagram A) 
5. Wrap jute tightly around tassel 
loop (7 - 10) times. (Diagram B) 
6. Cut jute from spool, and 
thread new end through loop 
created in step 4/Diagram A. 
(Diagram C) 
7. Pull bottom end as shown (in 
red) to tighten knot. (Diagram D) 

Diagram A Diagram B Diagram D

8. Cut through loops at tassel bottom ONLY to create tasseled ends.
9. Repeat steps 2-8 to complete a second tassel. 
10. With the taped end of the 40" length of jute, thread jute through all loops of one tassel top. Pull string through 
loop until non-taped end is 2" beyond loop. Tie a double knot to secure the non-taped end around tassel loop.
11. With taped end of jute, begin stringing beads starting with (1) large bead. Continue with preferred pattern of 
beads, leaving approximately 2" - 3" at the end of jute string.
12. Tie taped end of jute string to second tassel by stringing jute through all loops of second tassel top. Secure with 
a double knot.

tassel top

tassel bottom

garland
1. Measure jute string to 40". Wrap tape around one end, then set aside.

2. With a new string of jute, still attached to the spool, 
wrap jute around your hand (20) times.

3. Cut jute from spool. Remove tassel loop from hand 
keeping jute secure in place. Keep cut end of jute 
oriented toward bottom of loop. 

Diagram C
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4. With a new string of jute, still 
attached to the spool, create loop 
as shown (in gray). (Diagram A) 
5. Wrap jute tightly around tassel 
loop (7 - 10) times. (Diagram B) 
6. Cut jute from spool, and 
thread new end through loop 
created in step 4/Diagram A. 
(Diagram C) 
7. Pull bottom end as shown (in 
red) to tighten knot. (Diagram D) 

Diagram A Diagram B Diagram D

8. Cut through loops at tassel bottom ONLY to create tasseled ends.
9. With the taped end of (1) 18" length of jute, thread jute through all loops of tassel top. Pull string through loop 
until non-taped end is 2" beyond loop. Tie a double knot to secure the non-taped end around tassel loop.
10. With taped end of jute, begin stringing beads starting with (1) large bead. Continue with preferred pattern of 
beads, leaving approximately 2" - 3" at the end of jute string.
11. Tie taped end of jute string to tassel by stringing jute through all loops of tassel top. Secure with a double knot.
12. Repeat steps 2-11 to make a second vase loop.

tassel top

tassel bottom

vase décor
1. Measure (2) pieces of jute string to 18" each. Wrap tape around one end of each string, then set aside.

2. With a new string of jute, still attached to the spool, 
wrap jute around your hand (15) times.

3. Cut jute from spool. Remove tassel loop from hand 
keeping jute secure in place. Keep cut end of jute 
oriented toward bottom of loop. 

Diagram C
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4. With a new string of jute, still 
attached to the spool, create loop 
as shown (in gray). (Diagram A) 
5. Wrap jute tightly around tassel 
loop (7 - 10) times. (Diagram B) 
6. Cut jute from spool, and 
thread new end through loop 
created in step 4/Diagram A. 
(Diagram C) 
7. Pull bottom end as shown (in 
red) to tighten knot. (Diagram D) 

Diagram A Diagram B Diagram D

8. Cut through loops at tassel bottom ONLY to create tasseled ends.
9. With the taped end of the 10" length of jute, thread jute through all loops of tassel top. Pull string through loop 
until non-taped end is 2" beyond loop. Tie a double knot to secure the non-taped end around tassel loop.
10. With taped end of jute, begin stringing beads starting with (1) large bead. Continue with preferred pattern of 
beads, leaving approximately 2" - 3" at the end of jute string.
11. Tie taped end of jute string to tassel by stringing jute through all loops of tassel top. Secure with a double knot.
12. Repeat steps 2-11 to make a total of (4) napkin rings.

tassel top

tassel bottom

napkin rings
1. Measure (4) pieces of jute string to 10" each. Wrap tape around one end of each, then set aside.

2. With a new string of jute, still attached to the spool, 
wrap jute around your hand (15) times.

3. Cut jute from spool. Remove tassel loop from hand 
keeping jute secure in place. Keep cut end of jute 
oriented toward bottom of loop. 

Diagram C


